
 IH010204 - ISLAM IN INDIA

1.The Arabs first visit in Indian coast of

a).Southern India

b)Northern India

c)western India

2.Who was the appointed as the governor of eastern province?

 a)Hajjaj ibn usuf 
 b)walid
 c)Thariq ibn siyad

3.Who was conquered sind

 a)Muhammed ghorry

 b)Muhammed bin qasim

 c) Ilthumish

4.who was the founder of Delhi sultanate?

a) muhammed bin qasim

b) muhammed ghorry

c)Ilthumish

5.Muhammed ghorry invaded in

a)1175

b)1176

c1177

6.First battle of Tharain

a)1189

b)1191

c)1193

7.The first battle of Tharain between

a)Muhammed bin qasim and prithviraj chauhan



b)Muhammed ghorry and prithviraj chauhan

c)none of the above

8.Muhammed ghorry died in the year

1.1201

b)1206

c)1208

9.who was the first ruler of Delhi

a)Qutubuddin ibak

b)razia sulthana 

c) muhammed bin qasim

10.Qutubuddin ibaq was a

a)Turkish slave

b)mangole slave

c)roman slave

11.who was the ruler of persia during the time of qutubuddin ibaq

a)sha abdul Aziz

b)Sha Alauddin muhammed

c) sha ibrahim

12.Qutubuddin died in

a)1206

b)1210

c)1215

13.Qutubuddin buried at

a)delhi

b)mumbai

C)Lahore

14.Qutubuddin was also known as

a)qanuni

b)magnificient

c)Lakbash



15.Quwwatul Islam was build by

a)babur

b)Qutubuddin ibaq

c)Qutubuddin bakthiyar kaki

16.Qutubminar completed by

a)balbun

b)Ilthumish

c)babur

17.Aramshah ruled only for

a)only 4month

b)only six month

c)only 8month

18.The third battle of Tharine

a)1215-16

b)1216-18

c)1219-21

19.The successor of ilthumish

a)shahjahan

b)Razia sulthana

c)jahankeer

20.who was the only women to become sulthan of Delhi

a)Razia sulthana

b)Beegum hazrath  mahal

c)mumthaz

21.who was known as the wise king of slave dynasty

a)Nasiruddin muhammed

b)Nuruddin sangi

c) imaduddin miginiya

22. The group of firty nobles was adopted by

a) ilthumish



b)bablbun

c) humayun

23.The first muslim commander to attack south India

a)jalaluddin khilji

b)Alauddin khilji

c)muhammed binbthuglaq

24.who was the last ruler of the slave dynasty

a)kaiyurams
b)Raihan
c)Nasiruddin

25. who was the founder of khilji dynasty

a) Alauddin khilji

b) jalaluddinkhilji

c)muhammed bin khilji

26.Alauddin was the son of

a)Shihabuddin masud

b)shihabuddin zakariyya

c)shihabuddin davood

27.Who was the Mangol leader defeated by jalaluddin khilji

a)Davood

b) Abdullah

c)zakariyya

28.The mongols invaded for the first time during the reign of Alauddin took place in

a)1295

b)1296

C)1297

29.Market system was introduced by

a)babur

b)Alauddin

c)shajahan



30. The main aim of Alauddin s attack to south India was

a)sanitation

b)wealth

c)welfare

31.malik gafoor attack Telingana in 

a)1308

b)1307

c)1309

32.Diwani mustakhrij was established by

a)jalaluddin

b)Alauddin

c)babur

33.Alauddin died on

a)5jan 1316

b)5feb 1316

c)5march 1316

34.Alai darwaza is the gate way to

a)india gate

b)qutub minar

c)thajmahal

35.who was the founder of Thughlaq dynasty

a)Ghiyasuddin Tughlaq

b)Muhammed bin Tughlaq

c)jalaluddin Thughlaq

36.The brothers of giyasuudin was

a)Shihabuddin and Nasiruddin

b)badaruddin and shamsuddin

c)hamrudhin and ismail

37.The city of thughlaqabad was founded by

a)balbun



b)Ghiyasudin tughlaq

c)Aramshah

38.Thughlaq belongs to

a)Turks

b)greeks

c)Romans

39.muhammed bin Tughlaq transferred his capital Delhi to

a)Aurangabad

b)Daulathabad

c) murjidabad

40.Firoz shah was born in

a)1306

b)1309

c)1310

41.The name of charitable  hospital established   by firozsha is

a)Darushafa

b)Darul hikma

c)Darunnaja

42.Diwanul khairat was established by

a)Firosha thughlaq

b)jahankeer

c)shershah

43.The name of a charitable hospital established by Firoz sha is

a)Darul hikma

b)Darunnajwa

c)Darul shafa

44.Which sultan prohibited capital punishment

a)Aurangazeb

b) Muhammed bin thughlaq

c)Firoz sha Thughlaq



45.Who was the founder of sayyid dynasty

a)Mubarak sha

b)Knizr khan

c)Muhammed shah

46.The weakend dynasty of Delhi sulthanate

a)slave dynasty

b)Sayyid dynasty

c)Lodi dynasty

47.Mubaraka bad was built by

a) Aramsha

b)Mubarakdha

c)Muhammed sha

48.Who was the fonder of Lodi dynasty

a)Ibrahim lodi

b)bahlul lodi

c)sikender lodi

49.who was the founder of city of Agra

a)Nizam sha

b)Aramshah

c)Sikander Lodi

50.Who was the last ruler of Lodi dynasty

a)Ibrahim lodi

b)bahadur lodi

c)sikender lodi

51.The Delhi sultanate were

a) Shia

b)Sunni

c)Lodis

52.Who wrote Lubat ul Albab

a)Nuruddin



b)Imaduddin

c)khalid

53.who was the author of Jawami ul hikayath

a)Imaduddin

b)Nuruddin

c)Shamsuddin

54.The author of Khazainul fathuh

                 a)Amir khusru

b)Al biruni

c)Umar khayyam

55.Who was the founder of Mughal empire

a)Akbar

b)Babur

c)Shajahan

56. Babur who defeated ibrahim lodi at panipat

a1525

b)1524

C)1526

57.Name two ancestors of Babur

a)chengiskhan and Timur

b)Aurangazb and shansuddin

c) none of the above

58.From 1519-1526babur invaded India

a)Five times

b)six times

c)seven times

59.Babur led his first expedition in India in

a)1515

b)1519

c)1520



60.Battle of Chanderi was in

a)1526

b)1528

c)1529

61.Battle of ghogra was in

a)1529

b)1530

c)1531

62.Battle of chander  was fought by Babur against the 

a)Rajputs

b)mangols

c)Sudanis

63.Turkish Bahari was written in

a)mangol language

b)Turkish language

C)paris language

64.babur died in

a)1530

b)1540

C)1550

65.Who was the successor of Babur

a)shershah

b)shajahan

C)Humayun

66.shershah suri died while attacking

a)kalinjar

b)Timurs

c)Amarkot

67.Akbar accented to the throne at the age of 

a)14



b)12

c)13

68.The battle of dadra was in

a)1531

b)1532

c)1533

69.The battle of mandasor was in

a)1535

b)1536

c)1537

70.Who is known as ‘opium eater'

a)Humayun

b)Jahangeer

C)Shershah

71.second battle of panipatt

a)1556

b)1526

c)1567

72.The conquest of Northern India by Akbar was being in

a)1557

b)1558

c)1559

73.Akbar abolished jizya in

a)1564

b)1563

c)1562

74.Pilgrim tax abolished by

a)Babur

b)Akbar

c)jahangeer



75.jagirdary system was abolished by akbar in

a)1574

b)1575

c)1573

76.New religion Din -Ilahi was founded by

a)Akbar

b)Babur

c)Jahankeer

77.Akbar empire was divided into

a)13 subas

b)12 subas

c)11subas

78.Shajahan died in the year

a)1657

b)1658

c)1659

79.Aurangazeb died in

a)1707

b)1708

c)1709

80.shajahan died in the year 

a)1656

b)1657

c)1658

81.Wife of shajahan

a)Mumthaz

b)Razia

c)Beegum hazrath mahal

82.Aurengazeb Ascended the throne of

a)1658



b)1675

c)1665

83.The thughlaq dynasty lasted for

                  a) 1330-1412

b)1320-1414

c)1325-1426

84.The grand Madrassa founded by

a)Qutubuddin aibak

b)aurangazeb

c)babur

85.Ilthumish founded largest madrasa was

a)Madrasa-i-Nasriya

b)Madrasa-Misriya

c)Madrasa -i-jamiya

86.tharik I ilahi authored by

a)Al biruni

b)Amir khusru

c)Shajahan

87.First ruler of khilji dynasty

a)Alauddin khilji

b)Jalaluddin khilji

c)shershsuri

88.Anmir khusru is the librarian of

a)Royal library

b)Imperial library

c)master library

89.Firoz shah Tughlaq authored an auto biography

a)Futuhat I makkiyah

b)Futuhat I firoz shahi

c)Futuhat I  Andalusi



90.The lodi dynasty was

a)Mangol dynasty

a)Timur dynasty

c)Afgan dynasty

91.Ibrahim lodi ruled between

a)1517-1526

b)1515-1525

c)1518-1536

92.mughal empire in India led by

a)Babur

b)Akbar

c)Shajahan

93.The last khalji dynasty  ruler was 

a)Khuthubuddin mubarak shah

b)Khuthubuddin  bakthiyar

c)Khusru khan

94.Ending the khilji dynasty and starting the 

a)Thughlaq dynasty

b)Lody dynaty

c)Sayyid dynasty

95.Khilji dynasty lasted for

a)1291-1322
b)1290-1320
c)1295-1325

96.Razia sulthana was  lead by

a)1236-1240

b)1238-1242

c)1237-1243

97.mamluk dynasty lasted for

a)1206-1290



b)1207-1289

c)1208-1285

98.qutubuddin aibak was a slave of

a)Muhammed ghorry

b)muhammed khazim

c)Muhammed shah

99.Qutub minar  constructed by

a)Qutubuddin aibak

b)ilthumish

c)Balbun

100.Afghan village known as

a) Qalat-e-khalji

b)saifa-e-khalji

c)madmu fi al khalji

Answer key

1) A
2) A
3) A
4) B
5) A
6) B
7) B
8) B
9) A
10) A
11) B
12) B
13) C
14) C
15) B
16) B
17) B
18) A
19) B
20) A
21) A



22) B
23) B
24) A
25) B
26) A
27) B
28) C
29) B
30) B
31) C
32) B
33) A
34) B.
35)  A
36) A
37) B
38) A
39) B
40) B
41) A
42) A
43) C
44) C
45) B
46) B
47) B
48) B
49) C
50) A.
51)  B
52) A
53) B
54) B
55) B
56) C
57) A
58) A
59) B
60) B
61) A
62) A
63) B
64) A
65) C
66) A
67) C
68) B



69) A
70) A
71) B
72) B
73) A.
74)  B
75) B
76) A
77) B. 
78) B
79) A.
80)  C
81) A
82) A
83) B
84) A
85) A
86) B.
87)  B
88) B
89) B.
90) C
91) A
92) A
93) A
94) A
95) B
96) A.
97) A
98) A
99) A.
100) A



b)



 


